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DATE OF THIS VERSION:
February 1, 2016

TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
Maintenance of Masonry, 04 01 00

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
October 1, 2008

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Masonry Tuck Pointing, 04 05 31

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:
1. Formatted the document with paragraphs styles and automatic paragraph numbering.
2. Created and applied approved section template matching CSI SectionFormat and to ensure consistency among all sections included within this issue.
3. Rewrote specification text for consistency with CSI's recommended specification language, using streamlined text and imperative mood wherever possible.
4. Updated reference standards to show current edition, and confirmed reference standards are used properly.
5. Reference to IMI deleted. Specified TMS 602/ACI 530/ASCE 6 in its place.
6. Section renumbered and titled document to more accurately reflect content.
7. Deleted methods for removing mortar and cleaning joints, to remain contractor's responsibility.